TUNEL apoptotic cell detection in tissue sections: critical evaluation and improvement.
TUNEL, i.e., terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase-mediated dUTP nick end-labeling, has become a widely used staining method to assist in detection of apoptotic cells in tissue sections. However, despite its apparent simplicity, this technique has led to considerable disappointment because of its serious limitations in sensitivity and, even more, in specificity. We reviewed the limitations and artifacts of TUNEL and designed a comprehensive protocol to reassess the various procedures in use for five crosslinking and/or precipitating fixatives. By introducing microwave heating in extreme pH-value solutions (pH 3 for formalin and pH 10.6 for Bouin's fixative) coupled with proteolysis, we obtained an intense staining of 70-80% of apoptotic cells and bodies on archival tissue blocks, with little or no background. Owing to the enhanced sensitivity, early stages of apoptosis could be visualized and may enlarge our vision of the apoptotic cell beyond the mere image of shrinkage necrosis. We conclude that TUNEL remains a technique as useful as it is delicate, requiring critical interpretation of the staining. This study points out that, on archival tissues, despite the technical improvements we propose no protocol can be the final answer to all problems. Technique must be readjusted for any variation in tissue processing. However, step-by-step progress has rendered this method not only applicable but also performable within the constraints of archival surgical pathology specimens.